SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
PENGUINS

CAN YOU SPOT THE 10 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE TWO PHOTOS?

KEY:
1. FALLING BOXES
2. PRIVATE UPSIDE DOWN
3. PALM TREE STRIPES
4. PALM LEAF
5. KOWALSKI’S BEAK
6. RICO’S ARM
7. TAPE ON LEFT BOX
8. SWEATY PALMS SIGN
9. SKIPPER’S CHEEZY DIPPLES
10. OCTOPUS CLOUD
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
PENGUINS

CAN YOU SPOT THE 10 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE TWO PHOTOS?

1. Chair color
2. Octopus on walls
3. Rico's oars
4. Cheezy Dibbles
5. Brick missing from right wall
6. Background umbrella color
7. Private's face
8. Rear boat
9. Chair cover
10. Eva flying
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